
E-MOTIVE BASKET
The future of the automotive industry
The automotive industry is an increasingly topical subject, with 
the main car manufacturers on one side, i.e. the companies that 
strengthen research and production of electric vehicles, and on 
the other hand the legislators that concentrate on ever greener 
and more sustainable energy and transport. Industry analysts 
believe that this will result in incentives for the use of electric and 
driverless cars, with resulting subsidies designed to develop the 
entire infrastructure network necessary for the new mobility.

In this macroeconomic context, VecoInvest, with the collaboration 
of the research of BlueStar Investment managers and the techni-
cal support of Kepler Cheuvreux, has created a basket on the 
subject of the automotive industry. The underlying aspects of the 
basket are the four sectors that we believe will be most impacted 
by the topic: batteries, producers, technologies, and infrastructu-
re. The certificate is composed of 25 equally weighted securities, 
is denominated in Euros, and expires on February 28, 2020, with 
the possibility of being opportunistically renewed at maturity.
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Technological Disruption 
The next decade is going to see 
dramatic changes to the 
automotive industry, adopting 
electric vehicles and driverless 
cars.

Electric Veichles
By 2025 there will no longer be 
a reason to by a gasoline car, 
due to strong government 
support and innovative 
infrastructure adoption.

Driverless Cars
The supporting technologies will 
become more sophisticated and 
reliable. By 2030 all new cars 
will be self-driving. 

Winners and Losers
Oil industries, insurance 
companies, auto manufacturers, 
technology companies, auto 
component manufacturers, IT 
services and other companies 
along the value chain could be 
looser or winners, depending on 
their capacity to innovate and 
follow the progress.

Source
Electric and driveless cars, RBC 
Global Asset Management.

The underlying selection process is based on the global score obtained.
The score is given by the weighted average of four major factors taken into account.
In particular, the P/E ratio, the average analyst rating obtained from Bloomberg, and the technical and
fundamental evaluation by the BlueStar team.
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The macrostructure of the basket and the
currency and sector composition.
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Characteristics
Born of the research by the BlueStar team, the objective of the E-Motive basket is
participation in the mega trend of the technological revolution taking place in the
automotive sector, both in terms of electrification of the transmission as well as
increasingly assisted driving or, as is the trend, autonomous driving. The securities,
belonging to four sectors that are believed to be most impacted by new technologies,
were chosen using a factorial scoring model that considers both qualitative and
quantitative aspects of a technical and fundamental nature. The result is a Delta One
product concentrated on 25 equally weighted stocks which allow diversified curren-
cy, sector, and geographical exposure; this structure ensures that the risk-opportuni-
ty elements are given by the underlying shares and by the currencies they belong to.
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Currencies
The basket is also diversified in terms of currency, reflecting its global reach. The 
most important currencies are EUR, USD, and Yen. Yen, in particular, offers a fair 
degree of protection in the event of a general market correction, among other things.
but companies producing high-tech electronic components, infrastructure (for
recharging), batteries, chemical companies, and raw material extractors. 
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Sectors
Like any ‘disruptive’ theme, the future of the automotive industry breaks traditional
patterns and cuts across various sectors and countries. No longer simply end-pro-
duct manufacturers of cars and traditional components (brakes, gearboxes, drive-
trains, etc.), but companies producing high-tech electronic components, infrastructu-
re (for recharging), batteries, chemical companies, and raw material extractors. 
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Who can undersign it

The product is only intended for 
qualified investors capable of 
evaluating opportunities and risks 
related to this type of investment. We 
advise you to contact Veco Invest, 
your bank, or your trusted interme-
diary for more information.
Minimum investment: 1 Unit.

Structure of the E-Basket

- Settlement currency: EUR
- Currency risk: USD, YEN, KRW, HKD, NOK, TWD
- Expiry: 28 febbraio 2020
- Issuer: UBS AG
- Calculation agent: UBS AG, London
- Listing: Vienna Stock Exchange
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